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and their Families together
KeePing children

Children are at the heart of development policy. If we 
wish to achieve our development goals, we will have 
to strive for happy, healthy children who will grow up 

to take their place in society and in the world – and change 
it for the better. But we all need to work together to make 
sure that children are looked after. Strengthening families 
is essential to prevent the separation of children from their 
families. This is at the core of the action of SOS Children’s 
Villages, which supports vulnerable children and their fami-
lies worldwide. This publication shows how important it is 
to take a child-centered approach in working with children 
and families at risk of separation. It is an inspiration for all 
countries, since these problems are unfortunately not unique 
to developing countries.

In my own work as European Commissioner in charge of 
Development Policy, I also have a special focus on Children. 
My main objective for my mandate as Commissioner is to 
ensure that the European Union will help to achieve the 
Millennium Development Goals. The Goals have a special 
focus on children, caring about the most vulnerable people. 
We aim to reduce poverty, fight hunger; ensure that children 
will live healthier and longer, and that mothers will be safe 
giving birth. We also focus on children attending school and 
ensuring the rights of girls and women. 

Unfortunately, maternal health and child mortality is 
where we still have the furthest to go. It is then good news 
that the UN General-Secretary Ban Ki-moon has a special 
focus on this, and has just published a “Global Strategy 
for Women’s and Children’s Health” in connection with 
the UN summit on the Millennium Development Goals 
in New York in September. The Secretary General rightly 
puts the focus on the core role of the family and underlines 

the need to ensure the best conditions so that children are 
not  separated from their families. 

The European Union also has a comprehensive policy on 
children’s rights in its external actions. The Development 
ministers from all EU countries adopted in 2008 a frame-
work for the protection and promotion of children’s rights 
in third countries. The essence is that in order to achieve 
the overall goal of poverty reduction, it is essential to en-
hance families’ capacities to assure the well-being of their 
children. Both the European Union and The United Nations 
have affirmed the fundamental role of families as a natural 
environment for the growth, well-being and protection of 
children. 

But however important the official aid will be, we can not 
imagine a world where all of us would not try to do the best 
we can for children. This is where the work done by SOS 
Children‘s Villages is so important. The work done in each 
country for each child, but also the contributions from the 
millions of sponsors around the world, who gain insight into 
the lives of children in other countries, and who hope that 
their contribution can change at least one life for the better.  

All of this contributes to help keep families and children 
together, and to ensure a better future for the children. I wish 
you the best of luck with this inspiring publication, and hope 
your work will continue. ❖

andris Piebalgs, 

european commissioner for development
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For everY child
a loving home 

To be looked after and shown care, to be guarded and 
protected by loving parents. Millions of children worldwide 
are denied this kind of childhood. They grow up without 

parental care, having lost one or both parents, or because their 
families were not able to care for them. All too often the reason 
for this, whether directly or indirectly, is poverty. Many of 
these children are pressured into contributing to the family 
income, which means they cannot attend school. These are the 
children that SOS Children’s Villages focuses on, to provide 
them with the good conditions which will allow them to grow 
up into independent and responsible members of society, and 
to develop their potential. And the best way to provide these 
kinds of conditions is in a family setting.
The kind of support children and their families need is dif-
ferent from child to child, from family to family. Together 
with the children and families who have been affected, the 
community, and other partners, we are looking for answers, 
and we are developing programme guidelines and activities. 
We work with and for disadvantaged families to prevent cri-
ses that can in the worst case scenario lead to children being 
placed in alternative care. SOS Children’s Villages offers 
various forms of support to strengthen and stabilise families 
as much as possible so that they can once again manage their 
lives independently and care for their children. These initia-
tives rely heavily on the self-organisation and resources of 
the families and communities. Equal rights to education and 

training for children are another important area of work. It 
is only when, despite support, families are still not in a posi-
tion to care for their children, or for children who have no 
family, that SOS Children’s Villages offers long-term place-
ment in an SOS family.
Our aim is to develop support mechanisms in the “best 
interests of the child” and in doing so, to act in the spirit 
of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and the 
 Guidelines for the Alternative Care of Children. These 
Guidelines, welcomed by the UN General Assembly on 20 
November 2009, are an opportunity to improve the lives of 
children growing up without parental care. SOS Children’s 
Villages, together with its partners in the development of 
the Guidelines, is confident that they are a significant way to 
lobby for optimum legal and administrative conditions for 
children that have to grow up without parental care.
The starting point and goal of our work is to respect, pro-
mote, and to stand up for the rights of children. We need to 
bring the problems children face to the attention of decision-
makers and the public, and demand measures that serve the 
best interests of children all over the world. This includes 
encouraging children to actively participate in decision-
making processes that affect their lives, and, where possible, 
to represent themselves and their rights.
We don’t just want to give children a future – children need a 
good present. The future starts today. Here. Now.   ❖

christian Posch

sos children‘s villages international

international Programme development director

wilfried vyslozil

hermann-gmeiner-Fonds

managing director
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alternative 
care 

For children –   
a United nations 
FrameworK

on 20 november 2009 – the 20th anniversary of the 

 adoption of the Un convention on the rights of the child – 

the Un general assembly welcomed the guidelines for the 

alternative care of children.

Families at risk of slipping into poverty are particularly in 

danger of neglecting or abusing their children. children are 

then often faced with the situation of no longer being able 

to live with their parents and are exposed to poverty and 

discrimination. these guidelines are a big step towards 

 improving the lives of children growing up without parental 

care.
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T he UN Guidelines for the Alternative Care of 
Children (hereinafter referred as “the Guidelines”) are 
the result of a five-year collaboration between various 

non-governmental organisations, including SOS Children’s 
Villages International and International Social Service (ISS). 
Also involved was the “Group of Friends”, a working group 
of various governments, chaired by the Brazilian government. 
The Guidelines are a non-binding soft law text and list of direc-
tives for policy and practice in order to guarantee fundamental 
human rights of those children who have lost parental care or 
are at risk of losing it. They are a tool to develop or reform 
policy guidelines, to translate them into workable standards 
and therefore improve practice.
 

At the core of the Guidelines are two principles: the princi-
ple of necessity, and the principle of appropriateness. They 
determine all decisions relating to children without paren-
tal care or children at risk of losing parental care. Thus, 
the decision to separate a child from his/her parents must 
be a necessity, and when that decision is made, the type of 
 alternative care selected for the child must be appropriate to 
his/her specific needs.

the necessitY PrinciPle

The Guidelines leave no doubt that separating a child from 
the family must be the absolute last resort. Therefore, the 
Guidelines provide a series of measures to enable the child 
to stay in his/her family:

❯❯ Promoting parental care: measures such as training, edu-
cation and information sessions can improve the ability of 
parents to care for their children. Poverty should not be a 
reason to separate children from their parents, and so the 
promotion of income generation is among the measures de-
signed to enable children to remain in their families. Even 
services such as childcare or combating drug abuse can help 
to create a family environment, and prevent the children 
from having to go into foster care.

❯❯ Preventing the separation of the family: a careful survey 
of the living conditions of the family helps to assess whether 
it is in the interests of the child to be separated from his/her 
family. All parties concerned are involved in this process – 
not least the child and his/her family. If the decision is made 
that the child should live apart from his/her family, the fam-
ily is informed of their rights, which includes the ability to 
appeal against the decision.

❯❯ Promoting the child’s return to the family of origin: the 
Guidelines provide steps to maintain contact between the 
child and the family if this is in the best interests of the child, 
and regular checks are made to see whether it is possible to 
reunite the family. If this is the case, a plan is developed by 
all the parties concerned with clear targets and a framework 
for monitoring. The implementation of the plan should be 
carried out under appropriate supervision, such as via home 
visits.

the aPProPriateness PrinciPle

If the decision is made to place a child in alternative care, 
the Guidelines state that the form of care chosen must be 
in the best interests of the child, and is tailored to his/her 
individual situation.

The Guidelines recommend that, in addition to formal care, 
informal options should be considered too, such as placing 
the child in his/her extended family of origin. The Guide-
lines describe the role and responsibilities of the authorities 
in that case. They speak clearly for deinstitutionalisation 
and placement in foster families or small groups. Neverthe-
less, the Guidelines make no hierarchy in terms of forms of 
alternative care, but stress that the case of each child must 
be analysed and an individually-tailored solution must be 
found. It is important to ensure that social, emotional and all 
other needs of the child are met.

The decision on the form of care should be made as part of a 
participatory process, where everyone involved is informed 
about the advantages and disadvantages of the care option 
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available. Thought should also be given — alongside the in-
dividual needs of the child — as to whether the stay should 
be short or long-term, to keeping siblings together and what 
options there are for reintegration. The child, the parents, 
or other guardians should have the opportunity to challenge 
the initial assessment and any related decisions.

A periodic review, to take place at least every three months, 
is recommended to examine the planning of care, the appro-
priateness of the placement, the continuing need for alterna-
tive care, and the possibility of reintegration into the family 
of origin. At the same time, the Guidelines speak for the 
stability of placement: the child should not have to change 
from one placement to another and should live in a family-
based or small group placement and have the opportunity to 
return to his/her family of origin if this is in the best inter-
ests of the child.

The Guidelines recommend that a code of conduct be drawn 
up that guides the support staff and clearly sets out their role, 
their responsibilities and obligations. In particular, training 
on exercising children’s rights is recommended, not only in 
terms of care but also in terms of education, health, iden-
tity and the special needs of children. This may reflect the 
decision-making process and improve the provision of ap-
propriate care. Training is also required to competently deal 
with conflicts.

Using availaBle chances

The Guidelines are an important tool for social work, in par-
ticular with regards to the rights of the child and the imple-
mentation of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. 
Both state and private providers of alternative care should 
see them as an opportunity to improve policy and practice. 
For people who work in this area, they are an opportunity 
to ask for training and professional development. They are 
designed first and foremost to strengthen and support vul-
nerable children and their families. Only in cases where pre-
vention work has not been successful and there is a need to 
separate the child from his/her family, the Guidelines ensure 
that appropriate decisions are taken.

SOS Children’s Villages and all the other partners who took 
part in the development of the Guidelines are confident that 
they are a great opportunity to further develop and improve 
the standard of alternative care. The Guidelines offer the 
opportunity to advocate an optimal legal and administra-
tive environment in which children are allowed to remain in 
their families or, if this is not possible, to find an appropriate 
form of alternative care.

The experience of childcare that SOS Children’s Villages 
has gained since 1949 was included in the Guidelines and 
has therefore formed a good framework for the alternative 
care of children. The following pages make clear that SOS 
Children’s Villages in its family strengthening activities has 
been committed for years to enabling children to grow up in 
their families of origin. The Guidelines are therefore a docu-
ment that can be brought to life through practice.   ❖
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wrecKing a 
Bird’s nest

The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(hereinafter referred as “the Convention”) and the Guide-
lines for the Alternative Care of Children state that it is 

in the best interests of children to be brought up in their own 
families, where they should be shown love, feel a sense of 
belonging, and have long-term relationships to prepare them 
for adulthood. Article 7 of the Convention says that the child 
shall have, “as far as possible, the right to know and be cared 
for by his or her parents.” The Convention sees separating 
children from their families of origin as being the last step 
after everything that can be done has been done to support 
parents in their responsibilities. Yet too often the chaos and 
pressure of extreme poverty breaks families apart, robbing 
both parents and children of their dignity, the very dignity 
which forms the basis of the Convention.

Part of being born into chronic poverty is being subject to 
mistrust. Society assumes that very poor adults are unable 
to be loving and responsible parents, and that their children 
can only benefit from being removed from their family. Our 
experience shows, on the contrary, that children who have 
lost contact with their family of origin as a result of extreme 
poverty face a  heightened risk of emotional insecurity, edu-
cational failure, abuse and violence.1 Time and again, they 
say how irreplaceable their families are:

“Family is the most important thing. Without our family, 
we cannot live; we cannot grow up. But a family cannot live 
without friendship in the community. Friendship makes you 
happy, even if you don’t have enough to eat. [...] Friendship 
makes it possible for us to hold hands and to look in the same 
direction. It destroys poverty.”
 Fatimata, Western Africa
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wrecKing a 
Bird’s nest

how PovertY seParates 
Parents and children
eugen Brand,  
director general, international movement atd Fourth world

“my family has been on the streets for three years. our 

last place flooded. three children live with me. two of my 

 children died: one of pneumonia and one of malaria. i have 

given away two other daughters: rita, who’s nine, is work-

ing as a domestic servant, and my youngest i gave away for 

adoption. i was afraid of what might happen if they grew up 

on the streets. Young girls are dragged away just because 

they are poor. Police harass us for sleeping on the streets. 

they come in the early hours, pile us into a truck, and send 

us to prison camps. and in those camps, they split up the 

families. Parents are not put together with their children. 

they split us up – like wrecking a bird’s nest. all we have is 

our family. i can’t read or write a word. But i understand that 

much – that what they do to us is an injustice.”

anna, southeast asia
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challenges Faced BY  
marginalised Families

Just as children cannot be seen in isolation from their fami-
lies, families cannot be seen in isolation from their commu-
nities. Yet too many families live on the margins of society 
without friendship or support. In Guatemala for instance, 
the children of families on the margins may end up on the 
streets, with some of them ending up in prostitution. Other 
children find themselves drawn to drugs to blunt the pangs 
of hunger and despair, but these children then find them-
selves the objects of gang violence.  Meanwhile, other par-
ents live in the fear of their children being kidnapped for 
adoption. This fear is so great that it can lead expectant 
mothers to forgo prenatal care.  In rural Burkina Faso, when 
children are able to attend school, however briefly, they are 
taught that the future of the world lies in city offices. The 
underlying message, that these children can learn nothing of 
value from their families, who live outside of town, too often 
makes them leave home for the city, losing their roots and 
putting their health and well-being at risk when they have to 
fend for themselves. 

Industrialised countries have public systems designed to 
protect families in crisis. Unfortunately, all too often, long-
term poverty is interpreted by well-meaning social workers 
as a short-term crisis. The importance of children’s emo-
tional well-being is underestimated in relation to their mate-
rial well-being. The distrust of parents in poverty results in 
funds being spent on foster care, rather than on supporting 
a child’s family of origin. For instance, in the United States, 
families who lose their housing in a fire can usually gain 
emergency shelter. But the bad conditions in these shelters – 
ranging from rodents and cockroaches to violence and drug 
traffic – can lead parents to feel they have no choice but to 

place their children in foster care.  In addition, many shelters 
do not allow fathers to stay with their children. In the United 
Kingdom, social workers are under enormous pressure to 
reduce any elements of risk, which leads to a disproportion-
ate number of children from families living in poverty being 
removed by the authorities and put into the care system due 
to “neglect.” Almost everyone feels that when such children 
go on to become parents when they are adults that their own 
experience as children in the care system has not prepared 
them to be good parents, particularly in terms of forming an 
emotional bond with their child. This increases the likeli-
hood of their children being removed from their families of 
origin, setting the stage for the cycle to continue over several 
generations. 

Poverty is not the only factor which causes parents and chil-
dren to be separated. The phenomena that affect children 
in difficult situations are complex and will not be resolved 
by one single measure. But poverty clearly places families 
at a high level of risk of separation, despite the unstinting 
resilience and courage that parents often show on behalf of 
their children. Poverty is a violation of human rights that 
touches all areas of human development, including health, 
education, and the right to self-determination.

“the lack of basic security means the absence of one or more of 
the factors that enable individuals and families to assume basic 
responsibilities and to enjoy fundamental rights. such a situa-
tion may vary in extent, its consequences can vary in gravity, 
and may to a greater or lesser extent be irreversible. the lack of 
basic security leads to chronic poverty when it simultaneously 
affects several aspects of life, when it is prolonged and when 
it severely compromises people’s chances of regaining their 
rights and of reassuming their responsibilities in the foresee-
able future.” 2

the imPortance oF FamilY ties

This degree of insecurity also often leads to family crises 
that separate family members from one another. The separa-
tion tends to rob the now isolated members of the family of 
their support network and makes them lose their self-esteem 
and courage to struggle against poverty. When people living 
in extreme poverty are consulted, they consistently empha-
sise the overriding fragility and importance of their family 
ties. Protecting these relationships also protects the most ba-
sic framework on which families and communities depend 
to survive and to thrive.

Ending the exploitation of children, which can be linked to 
the vulnerability suffered by people in poverty and which 
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tends to separate families, deserves stronger international 
initiatives and commitments. Protection from abuse and 
 neglect is vital and must be vigorously defended. However 
the experience of ATD Fourth World and other NGOs shows 
that in too many cases, there is scant evidence that children 
benefit from being removed from their parents’ care. 

“A foster family cannot replace your mother and father. 
When my mum used to come to see me in the children’s 
home, we would have fun together, but in the evening it was 
hard to leave her. When you go through that, it hurts, you 
feel ashamed. Some people said that we were separated be-
cause I was getting in trouble all the time. This was also said 
to other children in foster care. We have to do everything 
possible so children can live with their parents. We love our 
parents.”
 Eric, Western Europe

While society makes an effort to support these children by 
sheltering them, Eric speaks of his shame of being apart 
from his mother. Other children say they have no point of 
reference without their parents. They are among the many 
children whose experience calls into question the support 
they have received. These children remind us that the family 
life they now lack is irreplaceable.

looKing at the whole PictUre

Some of the things children feel and think are hard for them 
to express. When Katia in the US was about eleven years 
old, she constantly got into fights with other children. It took 
time to understand her anger. Katia constantly saw her moth-
er disrespected by others. Not only did other children make 
fun of Katia’s mother, but Katia’s teacher also criticised her 

when Katia arrived at school late. Her teacher did not know 
that Katia was arriving late because her mother had taken 
on an extra job early in the morning to help make ends meet. 
Katia needed to walk her younger sister to school and she 
could no longer be on time herself. Katia was hurt that just 
when her mother was doing more to help their family that 
her teacher was insisting how irresponsible her mother was. 

Without giving a voice to all the members of a family in a 
context where each one can speak freely, we miss out on 
learning the whole story. The most reliable indicators in this 
area are qualitative, whether for measuring poverty, for de-
termining when a child should be removed from parental 
care, or for determining what kind of support families need 
to stay together. As valuable as statistics are, they can be 
manipulated, fail to capture complexities, or too often com-
pletely leave out the experiences of those in the most abject 
situations of poverty. In-depth interviews carried out in the 
context of long-term relationships show that the lives of ex-
tremely poor families are weighted with chaos, crisis and 
incoherence. They also reveal people’s resilience and deter-
mination. These factors are not captured by statistics. Nor 
do statistics adequately show the best way forward. It is only 
by involving families living in poverty in an analysis of the 
obstacles they face, and in the development of policies and 
programmes, that effective approaches for keeping families 
together can be developed. 

No one wants children to suffer the harshness of life in 
poverty. As long as extreme poverty persists, some parents 
will feel they have no choice but to entrust their children to 
others, some children will end up on the streets, and child 
welfare systems will distrust parents’ abilities to raise their 
children. But children themselves say time and again that 
they know something irreplaceable has been lost when they 
leave their families and communities. We owe it to all these 
children to find better solutions together. We must continue 
to invest in fighting poverty, and to support the unseen ef-
forts made by parents in extreme poverty to care for their 
children in order to shape a better future for all families.   ❖

1 how Poverty separates Parents and children: a challenge to human rights, 

atd Fourth world, 2004.

2 Final Un report on human rights and extreme poverty, submitted by the spe-

cial rapporteur leandro despouy (e/cn.4/sUB.2/1996/13).  this definition 

was first formulated by Joseph wresinski and adopted in February 1987 by 

the economic and social council of France. (the wresinski report: chronic 

Poverty and lack of Basic security)
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learning 
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learning For a 
good liFe
to know, to do, to be, and to live together. this definition of 

“learning” comes from the composite learning index 2010, 

the canadian compositional indicator for lifelong learning.1  

hence, relevant education will always be a combination 

of cognitive, social, emotional, physical and vocational 

 stimulation. in this way a person can develop holistically 

as a unique human being within her/his specific context 

and as a member of the wider community. 

the educational activities of sos children’s villages are 

also based on this understanding of learning and educa-

tion. that goes for the kindergartens, schools and voca-

tional training centres run by sos children’s villages, and 

its work with state-funded schools, but also capacity build-

ing measures for young people, families and communities.
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The key to all these activities is that they are “relevant” 
– but what does it mean if we want to ensure access to 
relevant education? Relevant education does not mean 

the same everywhere, but is determined by the factors of 
context, economy and culture. It is also always relevant what 
key figures, including the children and young people, parents, 
politicians and practitioners collectively define as relevant, 
in each context.

For SOS Children’s Villages, “relevant” education is, first 
and foremost, making school and vocational education avail-
able to all children in SOS Children’s Village programmes. 
It also means ensuring all children in SOS families and fam-
ilies looked after by communities have access to high qual-
ity services in the area of early childhood development, for 
example in crèches, kindergartens and pre-schools.

In places where the government provides too few schools, or 
where the quality of schools is poor, SOS Children’s Villages  
has built new kindergartens and schools. Though building 
and maintaining schools is not SOS Children’s Villages’ 
main area of work, ensuring access to relevant education can 
also mean working together with community or governmen-
tal education programmes in order to support the skills and 
competencies of the respective schools and kindergartens. 
Wherever there are local opportunities for financial partner-
ships for existing schools and kindergartens, these should 
be taken advantage of. In places where governments have 
established free and compulsory primary education, part of 
SOS Children’s Villages’ mandate is to advocate that.

SOS Children’s Village also offers training for families, car-
ers and communities, aimed at improving to their attitudes, 
knowledge, skills, resources and structures in the area of 
childcare.

sUPPort and advice For Families

Since 1998, SOS Children’s Villages has been supporting 
families in Romania’s capital Bucharest, and since 2004, 
this support has come via the SOS Counselling and Support 
Centre for Children and Parents. The centre advises parents 
whose children have developmental difficulties and helps 
them to deal with the pressures to which their family may 
be exposed. The staff offer counselling, give health advice, 
or recommendations in relation to leisure time, or how the 
development of the child in question can be supported. They 
aim to guide parents and accompany them on a small part of 
their journey, which can sometimes  include providing mate-
rial or financial support.

Child-centred case management is at the centre of all the 
work carried out. Furthermore, it is important for the staff 
that both parents be involved as equal partners in the devel-
opment and implementation of all measures.

The centre provides, among other things, a playroom for the 
children where manual skills can be practised, a bathroom 
for the children’s hygiene, and a multi-purpose room where 
parental guidance and school lessons take place. A further 
room is designed as a safe and friendly atmosphere where 
issues such as family, work, and sexuality can be discussed 
with the teenagers. The centre has good relations with other 
providers in this area, including the state agency for child 
protection, which often refers families to the SOS Counsel-
ling and Support Centre – mostly families at risk of breaking 
apart. The centre offers customised services and operates 
as part of a network. This makes it possible to put children, 
young people or families in touch with more suitable provid-
ers when necessary, making the centre an efficient, effective 
and sustainable facility. This is also reflected by the esteem 
in which the centre is held by both government agencies as 
well as by partners and customers.

worKing in a networK –  
sUstainaBle resUlts

Working together with others in a network also happens to 
be the motto of the SOS Family Strengthening Programme 
in Bahir Dar, Ethiopia. It came into existence in 2007 and 
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Facts  
and FigUres

education is a right. one which is enshrined in ar-
ticle 26 of the convention on human rights, and in 
article 28 and 29 of the Un convention on the rights 
of the child. that governments, civil society organi-
sations and donors place a high value on education 
is reflected in their commitment to the millennium 
development goals (mdgs), the Unesco actions 
for education for sustainable development (esd) 
and the aims of Unesco’s education for all (eFa) 
initiative.

Yet, worldwide there are still 72 million3 children with-
out a primary education. around 774 million4 adults 
are illiterate, which is around a fifth of the world’s 
total adult population. therefore, adult education 
also makes up an integral part of the lifelong learn-
ing process which is Unesco’s mandate to ensure. 
at the Unesco sixth international conference on 
adult education, held at Belém, Brazil in december 
2009, government representatives, academics and 
representatives of intergovernmental and non-gov-
ernmental organisations discussed the worldwide 
situation of adult education, and developed con-
cepts for the coming years under the title “living and 
learning for a viable Future – the Power of adult 
learning”.5 central to this was the question: how can 
adult education contribute to sustainable develop-
ment in social, economic, environmental and cultural 
terms? For the first time ever, a global report on 
adult learning and education was created, based 
on results from 154 country and regional reports. 
the report notes that strategies for adult education 
have been developed in all regions of the world. 
however, the report also highlights existing short-
comings, such as a lack of financial resources. one 
of the biggest challenges remains the low numbers 
of participants in adult education and a lack of ac-
cess to further education and training opportunities.

currently has 568 children in 227 families in its care. Most 
people in Bahir Dar live by providing simple services such 
as washing clothes, or running small shops. That means 
that the families – many of which are run by single mothers 
and chronically ill parents – barely manage to make ends 
meet. This has led to increased prostitution and in turn, an 
increase in the number of HIV/AIDS-related diseases, and 
many children sell chewing gum or lottery tickets on the 
streets.

“The overall objective of the project is to give children a 
good upbringing and to see that they are well cared for 
and provided for,” says Lulu Abera, who works in  Ethiopia 
 finding families of origin: “It often begins with trying to 
prevent children becoming separated from their families 
and being neglected.”

In Bahir Dar the focus is primarily on forming partnerships 
– within the community, as well as with local organisa-
tions: “We want to strengthen the competencies of the entire 
community. And we also hope to be able to guarantee the 
 survival of the project,” says Lulu Abera. SOS Children’s 
Villages has, for example offered local organisations cours-
es in the areas of project planning, management, community 
development and fundraising. The starting point of all ac-
tivities, which are mostly developed jointly, is the individual 
situation of each child. In order to improve it, activities are 
offered such as day care for children, courses on the care and 
upbringing of children or activities designed to help parents 
to establish a source of income.
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when the ionescu2 family turned to the Bucharest sos counselling 
and support centre for children and Parents for help, neither mr 
nor mrs ionescu was in work, but they had seven small children 
to provide for. “the family’s income consisted of the state child al-
lowance and a small minimum wage, also paid for by the state,” 
describes dorina, the social worker in charge of their case. “the 
family lived in a sparsely furnished two-bedroom flat which was not 
heated, not even in winter. meals were eaten in the bedroom. the 
whole family was suffering from health problems.” all this had led 
to two of the children dropping out of school. neither of the two five 
year olds attended kindergarten. 

For almost two years, the sos counselling and support centre su-
pervised the ionescu family. “we got access to medical care for the 
family and supported the parents and children in enrolling the child-
ren at school or at kindergarten,” says dorina. “when the parents 
asked us to help with kindergarten and school-related purchases, 
we were able to support them with that too.”

thanks to the centre’s staff, the children were able to take part in 
various leisure activities, as well as receive extra tuition in the sos 
centre. the parents were advised on how they could better support 
their children as they progressed through their school careers. in 

the counselling sessions, the staff also discussed other problems 
within the family and together they searched for solutions. with the 
help of the counselling centre, the family also successfully applied 
for and received additional financial support from the state. mrs 
 ionescu also attended a course on family planning.

today, life has stabilised for the ionescu family. all the children go 
to school and are achieving average or above-average marks. the 
two younger children both now attend kindergarten. mrs ionescu 
helps her school-age children to prepare for school and with their 
homework, and – supported by the sos counselling and support 
centre’s social worker – she has started to have talks with her 
teenage children about contraception and the importance of leading 
a responsible sexual life. mr ionescu has found temporary work and 
is trying to find a permanent job. Following the provision of finan-
cial advice, the family’s budget is now managed more effectively, 
and the ionescu family is growing vegetables in their small garden. 
 there is a doctor, who acts as a point of contact for the whole family 
if they have medical problems, but these have in any case become 
significantly less frequent. even the relationship between parents 
and children has improved. “we are still occasionally in contact with 
the family,” says dorina, “but they will soon no longer be in need of 
our services to make ends meet. that will be the moment at which 
we can say that we’ve done a good job.”

Family in crisis
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enaBling edUcation

SOS Children’s Villages is of the firm conviction that 
through quality education, the cycle of exclusion, poverty, 
domestic violence and disruption can be broken. In most 
cases, poverty prevents children from attending school. This 
is the case in Peraliya, for example. In December 2004, the 
village, which is located in southern Sri Lanka, suddenly 
hit the headlines: it was devastated by the tsunami, which 
caused a train to crash, killing hundreds. The people of Per-
aliya are poor. They wish for a better life for their children. 
They know their children should attend school and that a 
good education is the foundation of a successful future – and 
yet they send their children out onto the streets so that they 
can sell things like pens and lighters. Or they make them 
help their fathers when they are out fishing because the fam-
ily cannot survive without this additional income. This is 
where SOS Children’s Villages steps in. Since many fathers 
and young adults suffer from alcohol or drug addiction, and 
many young people are involved in illegal dealings, SOS 
Children’s Villages tackles these issues and helps with the 
organisation of self-help groups. These groups manage a 

the 242 sos Kindergartens care for more than 
23,000 children. more than 142,000 children and 
young people receive tuition at an sos hermann 
gmeiner school, or at an sos vocational training 
centre. training and counselling for children, young 
people, families and communities is also available in 
the sos social centres and as part of sos Family 
strengthening Programmes.
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budget, financed with the assistance of applicants. The aim 
of SOS Children’s Villages’ staff is to contribute to the for-
mation of a local organisation. There, all activities are in-
tended to stabilise families so that they are able to send their 
children to school.

all school leavers Face  
a hUge challenge

That children in Germany will attend school is a certainty. 
What is less certain, however, is whether they will man-
age to complete their education. The district of Moabit in 
the German capital Berlin is an area with significant social 
problems. Indeed, Moabit comes in bottom in all key social 
areas – unemployment, average income, average life ex-
pectancy, and crime. In addition, there is a high proportion 
of migrants, which makes coexistence an explosive issue. 
An SOS Children’s Village was established in the centre 
of Moabit in 2005. It is a model for future SOS youth and 
family services thanks to its new conceptual design. All 
the association’s facilities are grouped together under one 
roof and work together with the district’s other local chari-
table associations. Their primary target groups are immi-
grant children and families, and the staff therefore provide 
services in several languages. Among the services that SOS 
Children’s Villages Berlin provides are a kindergarten, a 
family meeting point, educational and family counselling, 
as well as an after-school club and two common rooms with 
connections to youth workers at two state schools. Ayshe is 
eight years old and attends one of these schools – and the 
common room, “there’s always someone to help me, and in 
my own language too,” she says, “for example, when I’m 
not getting on with my maths very well, or if I have a fall-

improving the quality  
oF our work: monitoring,  
evaluating and learning

sos children’s villages needs to constantly reassess whether the 
approach followed within its work with families of origin has led to 
the intended results on the lives of children and their families. the 
sos children’s village Programme Policy is therefore a framework 
for monitoring, evaluating and learning by providing for an exter-
nal evaluation for each location every three to five years and a self 
 evaluation once a year. 

one of the most recent external evaluations was conducted on the 
work with families of origin in ethiopia as part of the austrian de-
velopment agency (ada) funded programs. the impact evaluation 
highlighted many achievements, such as that almost all children 
have benefited from educational material support and that young 
children below the age of six received holistic support services at 
the daycare centres. it also highlighted areas that need to be impro-
ved, such as the economic empowerment of families. in africa and 
the middle east, the ada-funded family strengthening self-evalua-
tion tool is used for the annual planning process on a program level 
by monitoring where programmes are in their development and by 
identifying areas where programmes are doing well or need some 
improvement. two key aspects are evaluated during this process: 
programme services that are provided for children and their fami-
lies, and organisational support structures and systems. the family 
strengthening self-evaluation is conducted with the input from child 
participants, carers, community leaders, service-providing partners 
and staff members. a global family strengthening database that is 
flexible enough to accommodate specific continental requirements 
is currently being piloted and will be rolled out by 2012 in all pro-
grammes. it will form an important part of the overall monitoring 
and evaluation system for the work with families of origin. it is a 
supportive tool for programme staff members to effectively manage 
and process relevant information on programme participants. it also 
monitors project activities, results and key changes achieved in the 
lives of children, their families and communities. 
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1 http://www.cli-ica.ca/en/about/about-cli/ 

pillars.aspx  

2 these names have been changed for privacy 

reasons. 

3 education for all – global monitoring report 

2010; http://www.unesco.org/fileadmin/mUlti-

media/hq/ed/gmr/pdf/gmr2010/gmr2010-pr-

short.pdf 

4 Unesco institute for statistics (2008): interna-

tional literacy statistics: a review of concepts, 

methodology and current data. montreal/ 

canada

5 http://www.unesco.org/fileadmin/mUltimedia/

institUtes/Uil/confintea/pdf/grale/ 

grale_en.pdf 

ing out.” Here, Ayshe is describing what the junior common 
rooms offer: support in everyday school life, and with con-
flicts at school. The related youth counselling is orientated 
towards students, parents and teachers and aims to identify 
problems early, and to mutually develop solutions. If it turns 
out that a child and their family need more support, then 
contact can be established with, for example, educational 
and family counselling or other services on offer within the 
SOS  Children’s Village.

The SOS Children’s Villages educational programme in Lu-
saka in Zambia is wide-ranging. In addition to an SOS Kin-
dergarten, an SOS School and an SOS Vocational Training 
Centre, the SOS Children’s Village also offers various kinds 
of counselling. The rationale behind all the activities is the 
“family development programme”. It is prepared jointly 
with the families affected and maps out planned activities 
and goals. Access to education in Lusaka is a big issue, just 
as it is in Sri Lanka in the example given above. To provide 
as many children as possible with a quality education, SOS 
Children’s Villages supports a local school and is helping to 
develop its quality. A model project, and completely in keep-
ing with SOS Children’s Villages’ educational policies.   ❖
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income generation as a waY 
oUt oF PovertY

the sUstainaBilitY  
 PrinciPle

an estimated 1.4 billion people, which equates to about 45 

per cent of the working population, live below the poverty 

line despite being in work, says the international  labour 

organization1. that these families are at risk of neglecting 

the protection of and care for their children is just one of 

the consequences of this. as a result, the services sos 

children’s villages provides include measures to help 

 families secure an adequate income.
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Reyna was 24 when she found herself pregnant for the 
second time. She separated from the father before the 
child was born: “He treated me badly and never sup-

ported me”, she says. Reyna lives in Matagalpa, Nicaragua, 
around 130 kilometres north of the capital city, Managua. 
SOS Children’s Villages runs a SOS Family Strengthening 
Programme in Matagalpa, where Reyna asked for help. “My 
daughter Mereling was just eighteen months old at the time 
and Eric was only a few months old. If I hadn’t been offered 
a helping hand I don’t know where I’d be today”, remembers 
Reyna. First of all, Reyna decided to put her children into the 
SOS Children’s Villages day-care services. At the SOS Social 
Centre she received psychological support and was able to work 
through her experiences. The centre runs courses on cooking 
and dressmaking and offers bursaries for training in childcare. 
Reyna was immediately interested and applied for a bursary. 
Soon she became one of the first mothers to help look after 
the children at the centre alongside the supervisors, playing 
and learning with them. “In those six months I didn’t miss a 
single day – and after that my bursary was even extended by a 
further three months,” she recounts proudly. Reyna benefited 
from the training personally in her role as a mother as well as 
professionally: “I now have a much better understanding of 

what raising children involves”, Reyna is convinced.
During this time, Reyna met the man who is now her hus-
band, Luis, and with him had her third child, Jeffry. He too 
was cared for in the day-care services. 

When Reyna found herself unemployed again once her 
bursary came to an end, she participated in a micro-loan 
project. “I invested jointly with my husband and we now 
have a cereal and cocoa business, which we built up with 
that money. Without that income, we couldn’t survive.” With 
the proceeds of their small business, Reyna and Luis earn 
just enough for the family to be able to get by – but they are 
optimistic about the future. The seed has been sown.

Reyna’s story is typical of many others who have received 
support from SOS Family Strengthening Programmes. 
 Reyna and her family have managed to make it into the 55 
per cent of the working population whose earnings allow 
them to live above the poverty line. 

But according to the International Labour Organization 
(ILO), the state of the global job market might get worse 
still. The ILO has therefore developed a Global Jobs Pact, 
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Facts  
and FigUres

according to the international labour 
organization2, there were 212 million 
people unemployed in 2009 – 34 mil-
lion more than in 2007. according to 
the ilo report global employment 
trends3, up to 50 million jobs have 
been lost worldwide as a result of the 
financial and economic crisis. work 
without social insurance might also 
increase. 
Fewer new jobs were created than in 
any year since 1991, according to ilo. 
the number of jobs did not increase by 
more than one per cent, but 45 million 
young people entered the jobs market. 
around half of the working population 
has to get by on about two Us dollars 
a day to support themselves and their 
family. Up to 200 million more workers 
are now at risk of having to survive on 
less than two Us dollars a day. Young 
people are particularly badly affected 
by the state of the jobs market, empha-
sises ilo-

which is intended to create decent work and prevent a global 
jobs crisis. Elements of the Pact include:
❯❯ ensuring that companies, especially small and medium-

sized enterprises, have access to credit;
❯❯ employment programmes, especially in developing 

countries, such as agricultural and environmental projects;
❯❯ Combating youth unemployment by providing vocation-

al and technical training and entrepreneurial skills develop-
ment;
❯❯ Increased investment in rural areas, in agriculture, infra-

structure, health and education.

organic Farming as a means oF comBating 
YoUth UnemPloYment 

The Farming Livelihood and Improvement Programme set 
up by SOS Children’s Villages Ghana in April 2009 takes a 
similar approach. The programme was set up in collabora-
tion with the national authorities and other NGOs and initia-
tives, and is targeted at young people in rural areas in par-
ticular, but also works with families so that they are better 
equipped to meet the development needs of their children, 
and can send their children to school. Children are not only 
encouraged to complete their basic education, they can also 
take part in extra-curricular courses. This way they can ac-
quire the skills needed for organic farming as well as life 
skills. The aim is to equip them with the motivation, knowl-
edge and skills required for working in the rural sector. 
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the last census in Bolivia (ine, 2003) revealed that 80 per cent of 
the approximately 170,000 inhabitants of the southern Bolivian city 
of Potosí live in poverty and 36 per cent live below the poverty line. 
infant mortality in Potosí, at 99 deaths per 1,000 live births, is the 
highest in the country, as is the proportion of children under three 
who are chronically malnourished. it is common to see children 
begging or working. Potosí 
is a city that lies 4,000 met-
res above sea-level, and that 
in 1545 was referred to as 
one of the richest cities in the 
world: it was said that Potosí 
had enough riches to build a 
bridge of silver reaching all 
the way to spain. today, mi-
ning or informal businesses 
are the only way of earning 
a living. many of the families 
who are financially depen-
dent on work in the mines 
are affected by tuberculosis; 
the disease is responsible 
for many deaths among the 
fathers who are the heads of 
household.

it is against this background that sos children’s village Potosí 
supports a total of 860 families, caring for around 1,100 children. 
income generation for participants is a focus of the activities. voca-
tional, specialist and personal training is intended to teach them to 
provide for themselves and to overcome critical situations together 
with their families. For example, the “solidarity and productivity 

 micro-credit” project was introduced, which grew out of a collabo-
ration with an organisation called trickle Up. after evaluating the 
positive effects of the programme, trickle Up provided 50,000 Us 
dollars to ensure the sustainability of the micro-credit project – mo-
ney that gave many mothers and couples the opportunity to set up 
small businesses, such as small shops or skilled craft businesses.

another key feature of the 
sos Family strengthening 
Programmes is working with 
communities as a means 
of ensuring sustainability. 
For example, if the respon-
sibility is shared, then the 
neighbourhood associa-
tions, through family com-
mittees, take into account 
the needs of the children 
and families when drawing 
up their annual plans. the 
leaders of the family com-
mittees and neighbourhood 
associations meet annually 
to exchange experiences, 
analyse them and seek out 

solutions to problems, in order to assess the development of the 
programme in the individual communities. this strengthens the 
programme’s community-based approach, especially as the co-
operation between the sos Family strengthening Programme 
and the leaders of the neighbourhood associations and family 
committees is set out in a shared responsibility agreement bet-
ween the three parties.

in partnership with the community  
– Family strengthening in potosí, Bolivia
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1 ilo-nachrichten 2/2009 (available in german)

2 http://www.ilocarib.org.tt/portal/index.php? 

option=com_content&task=view& 

id=1330&itemid=368 

3 international labour organization (2010):  

global employment trends.  
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selF help groups  
– the indian way
they are the poorest of the poor, the mahadalit caste, 
which used to be known as “the untouchables”. when 
floods laid waste to the indian Federal state of Bihar in 
august 2008, it was above all the mahadalit whose alrea-
dy humble existence was threatened. working with the 
authorities, sos children’s villages helped to organise 
self-help groups. six such groups were formed. with the 
support of sos children’s villages staff members and 
help from the government and a local bank, a loan admi-
nistration system was set up, with repayment conditions 
that allowed the mahadalit to start up businesses. For 
many, it was the first time they had been into a bank – a 
step into the working world that had previously been de-
nied to many of them.

the „sopan“ self-help group was particularly successful. 
“we started growing and selling spices, at first mostly to 
a state childcare service”, recounts sunita, one of the 
participants, proudly. “today we supply several schools 
in the area and even offer take away meals!” women are 
especially active in the sopan group. their self-confi-
dence has grown: their businesses are doing well and a 
life of financial independence is within reach”.

On leaving school, young people are provided with start-up 
support to help them cope with the transition to work, and 
create sustainable livelihoods in the agricultural sector. This 
in turn increases the number of more skilled and productive 
young people in the labour force, thereby contributing to the 
local rural economy, promoting local agricultural develop-
ment, and improving food security for the entire community.

The project is based on a participatory approach. Families 
and communities are empowered to take charge of their own 
development and that of their children, and are provided 
with access to the necessary knowledge and skills. Existing 
community structures are strengthened, so that the benefits 
of the project are maintained after its completion. Investing 
in the local partnering NGOs boosts their ability to manage 
not only this project, but future ones as well. The dissemina-
tion of best practices helps to expand or even repeat projects. 
 
The programme’s integrated approach, incorporating the 
expertise of socio-economic community development and 
organic agricultural development has created a positive syn-
ergy: it allows us to address the problems faced by children 
and young people within their communities while at the 
same time encouraging their potential. 

The greatest achievement has been the overwhelming enthu-
siasm of the communities in implementing the programme. 
The programme has received massive support from com-
munity leaders, opinion makers, children and young people, 
especially with regard to the organic agricultural elements. 
The positive response and willingness to cooperate stems 
from the inclusion of community members in the planning 
and management of the project, as well as the fact that the 
programme responds to the needs they identified and en-
hances the opportunities available to them within their own 
communities. 

Attendance levels in the programme’s activities are high, 
and the actively supportive role of community-based organi-
sations in implementing the programme clearly illustrates 
the high degree of community participation.   ❖
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PhYsical & mental 
well-Being

every hour of every day, more than 1,000 children under 

the age of five die.1 the mortality rate is at its highest in the 

first five months of life, with premature births, infectious di-

seases, pneumonia, diarrhoea, malaria and hiv among the 

most common causes of death. a further negative  factor is 

malnutrition, which is the cause of more than a third of 

deaths in young children. sos children’s  villages reacts 

to these problems by providing a wide range of solutions.

A word on HIV/AIDS: according to estimates, over 14 
million children2 worldwide have lost one or both parents 
to AIDS. Many of them cannot go to school, and have 

little food and clothing. They may be suffering from anxiety 
or depression, and are more exposed to the risk of abuse. SOS 
Children’s Villages, as a global organisation which campaigns 
for the protection and support of children who do not enjoy 
adequate parental care, started to focus attention on dealing 
with HIV/AIDS in the 1990s as part of its mandate in response 
to this situation. Since 2002, SOS Children’s Villages has been 
setting up dedicated programmes for the support of children 
affected by HIV/AIDS. As a result, support programmes have 
developed in most countries in southern Africa, aimed at 
children living with chronically ill parents, those who have 
lost one or both parents, or children who share their homes 
with orphans. The year 2008 also saw the adoption of the 
global HIV/AIDS Policy “Joining in the fight against HIV and 
AIDS”. It describes the position of SOS Children’s Villages 
on the topic and sets out a framework for action.
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soUnd nUtrition For healthY 
 develoPment

No fewer than three of the eight UN Millennium Develop-
ment Goals relate to the problem of malnutrition. It is also 
the issue which SOS Children’s Village Samneua in Laos 
wants to tackle as part of the SOS Family Strengthening 
Programme.

Studies carried out locally have shown in particular that the 
children of the ethnic groups living in the forests of Laos’s 
mountains suffer from severe malnutrition and consequent-
ly, the mortality rate of infants is extremely high. Together 
with the authorities, SOS Children’s Villages decided in 
2003 to launch a project. The goal of the project is to see 
that the children are better cared for, and to create aware-
ness among families and communities as to what the conse-
quences of malnutrition are, and what options for prevention 
are available and within easy grasp for families.

SOS Children’s Villages adapted two family houses to 
 accommodate such children, and developed a nutrition pro-
gramme on the basis of the region’s available resources. The 
programme aims to provide the children with food for a pe-
riod of between three and nine months. It is aimed at chil-
dren aged between one and three whose parents do not have 
the means to provide them with adequate nutrition. To iden-
tify the children who fall into this category, SOS Children’s 
Villages works closely with local authorities. Dao Huong 
is the village director of SOS Children’s Village Samneua. 
During site visits, he and the authorities make the decision 
as to which children would be accepted into the programme. 
If the family agrees, they sign an agreement which estab-
lishes how the child will be provided for, and how long it 
will be until the child is returned to the family. “This agree-
ment,” explains Dao Huong, “is supposed to indicate clearly 
to the families that they are still responsible for their chil-
dren. Agreements like this are important for the prevention 
of child trafficking.” Nevertheless, some families were ini-
tially suspicious. According to Dao Huong, “some parents 

in Kenya’s capital nairobi, hiv/aids is the main reason why child-
ren cannot experience the protection and care of a family. most 
children have either lost both their parents, or live in households 
with severely ill or dying parents. hand in hand with this situation go 
problems such as poverty, dropping out of school and the pressure 
to contribute to the family’s income.
sos children’s villages therefore takes on the task of identifying 
the most vulnerable children and giving them access to facilities 
which will allow them to experience a fulfilling and healthy upbrin-
ging. Families are supported so that they are able to protect and 
look after their children better. the development, planning, imple-
mentation and review of all projects takes place jointly with leaders 
and volunteers from the community, who are involved in all decisi-
ons, and regular meetings ensure that their point of view is reflected 
in the scope of the projects. on the one hand, this means that the 
need for participation is satisfied, on the other hand it also serves to 
ensure sustainability. identifying and strengthening organisational, 
financial, economic, technical and political resources is a particular 
concern of sos children’s villages as it means that local partners 
will be able to take the projects over, to continue them, or to imple-
ment similar projects elsewhere.
there are many facilities available for children and families affected 
by hiv/aids. For example, children and their families receive psy-
chosocial support in group meetings and workshops, so they may 

cope better with the stresses and strains related to living with hiv/
aids. things like children’s rights, hygiene, and how everyone can 
take responsibility are also discussed, and there are games and 
craft activities in order to allow the families to forget about their daily 
struggle for survival for a while. Parents and guardians may obtain 
advice or find out about legal issues. cooking, baking, carpentry, 
hairdressing and driving courses are also offered for the adults, in 
order to provide them with skills which will help them to find work.
as far as medical care is concerned, the sos medical centre is 
an important asset, and provides basic medical care, vaccinations, 
aids tests and consultations, and cares for pregnant women and 
young mothers. the overall objective of all the activities is to equip 
the community with the skills to develop measures to protect them-
selves and care for their vulnerable children.

kenya  – living a Full   
liFe despite hiv/aids
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suspected SOS Children’s Villages of stealing their chil-
dren’s blood, or viewed the vaccination programmes as un-
natural. But we were able to overcome these reservations.” 
And so the first group of children arrived at the houses in 
2003, where they were met by two trained family assistants.

First, the children must be de-wormed. They receive healthy, 
nourishing food, vitamin tablets and are vaccinated against 
various diseases. During this time many children struggle 
with stomach problems, a consequence of the worms, but 
also of the unusual food. Others become ill simply because 
of overeating. Usually it takes a few weeks until the children 
have become accustomed to eating a balanced diet. SOS 
Children’s Villages also teaches the children basic hygiene.

Parents are free to visit their children. But that is not always 
easy, since some settlements are located up to 200 kilome-
tres away, and the roads are bad. “I’ve been walking since 
this morning”, says one mother, “but I wanted to visit my 
son to see how he is.”

SOS Children’s Villages continues to keep an eye on the 
children’s development for another year following their re-
turn to their families. The SOS Children’s Village staff ex-
plain to the families important aspects of hygiene and how 
to prepare good, nutritious food. As a temporary measure, 
families with very little income may also receive financial 
support.

“Today,” village director Dao Huong reports, “the people in 
the villages welcome us with open arms: it’s plain to see how 
well the children who have participated in the programmes 

the hiv/aids PolicY 
at a glance

in the fight against hiv and aids, sos 
children’s villages works together with 
children and young people, local com-
munities, other ngos and governments. 
aids is a preventable disease and, 
therefore, education is the key.
one step is to ensure that children and 
young people have access to age-
appropriate information and education 
which allows them to choose a lifestyle 
which will protect them from the possibil-
ity of being infected with hiv.
today, living with aids does not neces-
sarily equal a death sentence. By receiv-
ing the appropriate medical, financial 
and psychosocial support, it is possible 
for people who are hiv positive or living 
with aids to lead very “positive” lives. 
anyone could be infected or affected, 
and therefore every effort is made to ac-
tively oppose the stigmatisation and ex-
clusion of people solely on the grounds 
of their hiv status. sos children’s 
 villages is supporting children, families, 
communities and governments to take 
joint responsibility for ensuring that aids 
will soon become a thing of the past.
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have developed, and those children rarely fall ill.” Currently, 
almost 500 children have benefited from the programme. 
And, according to follow-up evaluations, with just a few ex-
ceptions, all are enjoying good health. The authorities now 
see SOS Children’s Villages as a reliable ally which has the 
ability to tackle problems.

Now that this project has been running for seven years, SOS 
Children’s Villages has learnt that in order to achieve the 
greatest results, it’s crucial to reach children when they are 
under two years old. It’s not the access to food which is most 
urgent at this age, but conveying to mothers which rules 
should apply during pregnancy, such as how infants must 
be fed, the importance of breastfeeding, and how to make 
the transition to other foods. Together with partners in the 
communities, SOS Children’s Villages is currently working 
on long-term action plans in order for lasting results to be 
achieved.

giving resPonsiBilitY BacK to Families

Healthy eating is one of the priorities of the SOS Social 
 Centre in Uruguay’s second largest city, Salto, which has 

been up and running since 2005. It now also includes what 
are known as the “Centros Comunitarios” – community 
centres which were launched in several districts of Salto. 
The SOS Family Strengthening Programmes support those 
families who live on the city’s outskirts in hazardous condi-
tions, where children are exposed to the highest risks. The 
five community centres reach around 500 children and their 
families. There is a nursery, meals, and medical care for the 
children, which allows women access to the labour market.
Common to all the centres is the families’ active participa-
tion: mothers support teachers in their daily work, prepare 
meals, or sign up as cleaners. Fathers, uncles and grandfa-
thers repair windows and toys, mow the grass and maintain 
the buildings.

The family committees are normally made up of an aver-
age of 15 families, and over the last five years, they have 
taken on more and more responsibility. They have become 
a mouthpiece for the families, and organise workshops and 
lectures on personal and professional development, and fur-
ther training. One of the family committees’ most important 
tasks is that of strengthening the rights of the children. The 
committees also run campaigns within the city’s various 
districts, organise information sessions, and provide support 
for families by holding individual talks.

The building which houses the SOS Social Centre also con-
tains a health centre where the children receive medical and 
dental treatment once a week, and where they are regularly 
weighed and vaccinated. The facilities at local public health 
centres are available for participants of the programme in the 
municipal centres as well. Through successful cooperation 
between the municipal centres and these clinics, the same 
weekly medical check-up is also ensured for the  children 
 belonging to the municipal centres.

The centres also coordinate the cooperation of the city’s 
health centres with other facilities such as the Centre for 
Early Intervention, schools for children with disabilities, 
and a centre for premature babies. It is also important to pro-
vide support to families in terms of contact with specialist 
doctors, since a visit to a specialist can pose major problems. 
Among other things, a numbering system is in operation, 
which means the state will only pay for a certain number 
of specialist visits. Here, the support of the centres’ staff is 
crucial, both for coordinating, and motivating the mothers, 
to make them realise how important it is to continue to have 
their children treated by experts, and, for that to happen, it 
is necessary to make the effort.

a successFul example  
oF  sustainaBle development
during its evaluations, Un-haBitat, the United nations human 
settlements Programme, granted the status of “good Practice” to 
the sos Family strengthening Programme in salto/Uruguay. this 
classed it a project which can serve a model to others in terms of 
sustainability, participation and networking.
the examples chosen will be added to Un-haBitat’s database, 
established in 1996, which is available for partners to use. in a glo-
bal network, this is how the aspects of projects which provide valua-
ble impetus for similar projects in sustainable aid and development 
can be spread.
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comprehensive medical  
and psychsocial care
where required in underdeveloped areas, sos children’s villages 
builds medical centres which specialise mainly in the care of child-
ren and women in the catchment area of its villages. today, 68 
sos medical centres offer basic health care in the form of vacci-
nations, maternity wards, advice on hygiene, nutrition and first aid, 
information on hiv/aids and their prevention, and psychosocial 
services. another aspect is the psychological, social and mental 
health or the medical therapeutic support of children and young 
people which sos children’s villages offers as part of it various 
programmes.

all children need roUtine

The eight hours’ day care provided by the nursery in Salto 
is full of routine, something which gives children security 
and confidence. After they are welcomed in the morning, 
there is breakfast together, games and pre-school lessons, 
then lunch, after which the children brush their teeth, have a 
nap, engage in outdoor activities and then have an afternoon 
meal together. One of the nursery’s aims is to improve the 
state of the children’s nutrition, and to cover 80% of their 
daily requirement in the breakfast, lunch and snack provid-
ed. In addition, the families are taught about sound nutri-
tion through discussions, cooking sessions, workshops and 
presentations. Experts on nutrition present the families with 
healthy and affordable food, and supply them with recipes.

Once a week, the children work together in groups in order 
to promote psychomotor development, and to improve their 
bodily awareness and their ability to communicate with the 
outside world. It is important to the staff that the families 
are involved in matters concerning bringing up children. 
Evaluations are made on a quarterly basis, according to the 
Abbreviated Development Scale of Nelson Ortiz – and the 
results show that the programme is a success.   ❖

1 http://www.who.int/features/qa/13/en/index.html 

2 children and aids: Fourth stocktaking report, 

UniceF, Unaids, who, UnFPa, 2009 

3 http://www.who.int/features/qa/13/en/index.html,  

http://www.unicef.org/rightsite/sowc/,  

www.msf.org

4 repositioning nutrition as central to 

 development, washington, dc/Usa,  

world Bank, 2006

Facts  
and FigUres3

worldwide, around 20 million children 
under five are severely malnourished 
and are therefore particularly at risk 
of dying in childhood. a world Bank4  
study has shown that the window to 
avoid the consequences of malnutri-
tion in children is small, and spans 
only the period between the mother’s 
pregnancy and the child’s second 
birthday. damage in terms of growth 
and brain development during this 
time are especially serious and largely 
irreversible.
twenty-two million children have 
no  access to routine vaccinations. 
 diarrhoea and pneumonia are the 
most common causes of death among 
children, with three quarters of cases 
occurring in just 15 countries. two 
thirds of children’s deaths could be 
prevented by taking simple, inexpen-
sive measures. 
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eqUal oPPortUnities For  

 all
there are disadvantaged women and girls all over the 

world. the main reason for this is the rigid gender roles 

which persist in many parts of the world. sos children’s 

villages is a great advocate of empowerment – a buzz 

word symbolising the liberation and strengthening of girls 

and women.

“Some other chefs and I would like to offer a catering 
service,” Naima, mother of three, who lost her liveli-
hood when her husband left her, eagerly says. “It 

would help the community, and it would mean that we could 
become financially independent.” Naima was one of the first 
to have the chance to take part in a cookery course at the SOS 
Social Centre in Sidi Bernoussi in Morocco, and it was there 
that she discovered her passion for catering. 

Naima represents many women who slip into poverty when 
their husband or partner dies or leaves them. Because of 
their rigidly defined roles in many parts of the world, women 
have often not been educated and therefore have no access 
to a regular income. The result is that they are also often un-
able to look after their children when their husbands are no 
longer in the picture. 

Poverty carries additional disadvantages for girls and wom-
en. According to a UN Report  on developing countries, girls 
from the poorest 60% of households are three times more 
likely to drop out of primary school than girls from wealth-
ier households. The situation in secondary schools is even 
worse. The reasons for this are poverty, child labour, early 
marriage and pregnancy, as well as discrimination within 
the family and at school. Many girls leave school early be-
cause they are married off early. In rural areas where there 
are very few schools, parents do not send their daughters to 
school because the journey to school is too dangerous, or 
because school is too expensive. Education is made possible 
for the sons of the family first. 
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Studies clearly show that for girls, education is the key to in-
dependent living, and gives them the chance to break away 
from dependency. With an education, women can earn a 
 better income and be more involved in social decisions. 

Promoting resPect and Understanding

Through its work with families, SOS Children’s Villages 
tries to put the processes of change in motion and support 
sustainable development in relation to gender equality. In 
countries all over the world, they work to ensure that boys 
and girls enjoy equal access to schools, training courses, 
housing, state and legal services, and medical care. “Equal 
rights and equal opportunities for all is one of our goals,” 
says a carer in the family centre of Mostar in Bosnia. 
“Through targeted information and training for young peo-
ple, women and entire families, we try to raise awareness of 
human rights, children’s rights and gender roles. The aim is 
to promote understanding and mutual respect.”

Over the last six months, around 150 adults and 200 chil-
dren took part in various activities, ranging from counselling 
for families, workshops on topics such as gender, violence 

morocco  
– Focus on single mothers

in sidi Bernoussi in morocco, there is a focus on single mothers, 
who are able to make use of additional services such as rent allo-
wances, baby milk and counselling. Because of the stigma surroun-
ding single mothers, they usually have more problems integrating 
into society and building up a network of contacts. they tend to 
withdraw in order to remain as anonymous as possible. Family ca-
rers devote more of their time to them and visit the mothers and their 
children at home or at work, to see them through their development. 
currently, approximately 50 women and 100 children benefit from 
the service.
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Facts  
and FigUres

today, more than a billion people – 
the majority of whom are female – are 
 living in inhumane conditions. ac-
cording to a Unesco press release, 
around 72 million children did not go to 
primary school and even if the regis-
tration rate has increased significantly 
in almost all regions of the world over 
the last 40 years, today, there are still 
fewer girls than boys who go to school. 
an article by UniceF  shows that edu-
cation for girls can have the greatest 
impact, since:
• the statistical risk of dying during 
pregnancy or childbirth is significantly 
lower for women with a school educa-
tion; 
• the higher the education level of the 
mother, the lower the rate of infant and 
child mortality – each year of school 
the mother completes reduces mortal-
ity by 10%; 
• educated women usually do every-
thing to see that their children can go 
to school as well; 
• education slows population growth 
– women with an education tend to 
marry later and have fewer children; 
• the higher the level of education of 
a woman, the more influence she has 
on her plans for the future and the less 
she will allow herself to be exploited 
and suppressed; 
• women with an education participate 
more frequently in political and eco-
nomic decisions at local, regional and 
national levels.

prevention, children’s rights and working through trauma, 
through to parties and trips. Examples include a workshop 
on relationships and roles for young people, or workshops on 
women’s rights, and the number of workshop participants is 
increasing. But home visits are also used to draw attention to 
the importance of the equal distribution of tasks in the home.

emPowerment

In Bahir Dar, Ethiopia, SOS Children’s Villages is working 
to empower girls and women. The women are often eco-
nomically and socially dependent on their male partners, 
and alienated by discrimination. In the four Ethiopian SOS 
Family Strengthening Programmes, more than 90% of the 
families supported are comprised of single mothers and 
their children. They get the opportunity to begin or con-
tinue training and are supported in starting a project on 
income generation so that they may live independent and 
self-determined lives. Courses covering the issues of vio-
lence against women and harmful cultural practices such as 
the marriage or genital mutilation of girls are also included 
in the SOS Family Strengthening Programme. “I’m so glad 
my son was taken into the day-care centre – I don’t have to 
worry about him eating properly or his schooling anymore,” 
explains a mother about her experiences. “Before, my son 
and I couldn’t even afford one meal a day and we had to 
rely on our neighbours. I then worked for a little while as 
a cleaner in a nightclub, but I had to take my son with me. 
When he got hungry, he screamed and prevented me from 
doing my work. I didn’t feel comfortable in those surround-
ings and was called a prostitute by the boy’s father. With the 
loan from SOS Children’s Villages, I have been able to open 
a small clothes shop in the city. I have a steady income and 
even rent a house for me and my son.” 

The Simba Project in Belgium also serves to strengthen the 
skills of mothers and children. If, due to family crises such 
as violence or neglect, the health and safety of children in the 
family is no longer ensured,  children aged up to six months 
can be housed with a maximum of eight other children. The 
parents consent to the residential care and retain their pa-
rental responsibility. There are also family therapy sessions 
which run alongside the programme in order to highlight the 
relationship between the mother, and the whole family, and 
the child. The aim is to devote time to finding a new way 
of living together for the future. Various activities and trips 
help to open up new perspectives. When it is time for the 
children to go home, they first make short visits to prepare 
for their return, and thereafter are closely monitored by so-
cial workers.
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1 the millennium development goals report 

2010, United nations, new York, 2010.

2 apartheid der geschlechter. menschenrechts-

verletzungen an mädchen und Frauen: UniceF 

austria, 2006 

guatemala: active  
participation oF women in  
local government 

in sololá in guatemala sos children’s villages supports around 
350 children in 240 families, 92% of which are represented by wo-
men. guidance on the topics of boys and girls, women, family and 
community is provided. 
in the city of sololá, the programme has been developed according 
to the cultural and social background of the three coexisting mayan 
communities. the women from the three communities are discrimi-
nated against in several ways: because they are women, because 
they belong to a particular ethnic group, and because they are poor. 
women from these ethnic groups have been prepared for their fu-
ture roles in the household practically from birth. they must learn 
what housework there is to be done, and they do not go to school, 
or if they do, they will only go for two years of primary school. this 
leaves the majority of them illiterate. 
another characteristic of the women is the average number of child-
ren they will have – an average of five children each. however, due 
to the fact that they are already sexually mature and sexually active 
by the age of twelve, there have been cases of women bearing up to 
twelve children. these circumstances have prevented women from 
the mayan communities taking a greater role in public life, for ex-
ample in communities where positions of authority are consistently 
held by men. 
the sos children’s villages literacy programme in sololá empow-
ers women and helps them develop skills, particularly in relation to 
traditional gender roles, human rights, self-esteem, sexual health 
and reproduction. this has meant that women are increasingly 
being considered for participation in public tasks and decision-ma-
king at the community level, for example the councils for community 
development – cocode – the main tool for the participation of all 
population groups in public administration.
dolores escún, participant in the programme and member of 
the council for community development cocode is convinced 
that, “by empowering women, we will be able to have a part in 
power”.

school as a Basis

SOS Children’s Villages is committed to the global achieve-
ment of the Millennium Development Goals, one of the 
objectives of which is the equality of women in relation 
to primary and secondary education. “Gradually, par-
ents and carers of children are coming round to the idea 
that education is a priority”, a carer from the SOS Family 
Strengthening  Programme in Bahir, India tells us. This rural 
area suffers from extreme poverty, reinforced by the patriar-
chal caste system in India and the low status of women. SOS 
 Children’s Villages focuses on customised programmes for 
families which include education, health care and psycho-
social support. The basis for everything, however, is educa-
tion. So 293 children who have never been to school are now 
being prepared for regular school in special learning cen-
tres. The children are provided with regular meals to combat 
malnutrition. A further 800 children are assisted in attend-
ing regular school in Bahir, and 40 young people receive 
vocational training.   ❖
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When living conditions are difficult, or during crises,  parents 
often find it simply impossible to care for their children ap-
propriately. Many parents lack basic necessities – money to 
pay the doctor or the school, or perhaps strength, health, and 
faith in the future. The SOS family strengthening  activities 
are designed to enable families to support themselves in the 
long-term and cope with life independently.
SOS Children’s Villages is convinced that it is almost al-
ways best for children to grow up in families. Millions of 
children across the world have already lost the protection 
of their families. Poverty, disease, violence, natural disas-
ters and armed conflicts mean that every day there are more 
children who at risk of being abandoned, neglected and/or 
abused.
SOS Children’s Villages works with the communities con-
cerned and with local partners to support disadvantaged 
families across the world. SOS Children’s Villages also aims 
at sensitising decision-makers to the concerns that these 
children face and influencing them to make changes in poli-
cies and practices that undermine the well-being of children 
without parental care. 
SOS Family Strengthening Programmes are aimed, accord-
ing to local circumstances, at special target groups such as 
single mothers, families that have been affected by HIV/
AIDS or families with financial problems that are often 
linked to addiction, illness and exclusion. 
When necessary and when it is deemed to be in the child’s 
best interests, there is the option for children to grow up 
in foster families or in an SOS Children’s Villages family, 

where children are supported, protected and cared for in a 
loving home.
SOS Children’s Villages was founded in Austria in 1949 
and now operates in 132 countries and territories around 
the world. SOS Children’s Villages builds families for chil-
dren in need, helps them shape their own futures and shares 
in the development of their communities. SOS Children’s  
Villages’ family strengthening activities reach about 
300,000 people.   ❖

we believe that children’s development is best realised:
 in a caring family environment...
 supported by strong social networks...
 basing all decisions and actions on the best interests of the 

child...
 involving children in finding solutions to challenges they face 

in their lives...

FamilY strengthening  

     – what sos children’s villages does to helP
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